Assessment Guidelines -- DRAFT

Purpose: To ensure reliability of assessment data

Goals:
- All students being assessed for a particular learning goal will have similar learning content and the same assessment assignment.
- Assessment assignments will have weighting in points sufficient for students to take the assessment seriously.

Goal:

Objective:

Performance Criteria:

Rubric:

Course Title:

Assignment
- Type of assignment (MC Questions, open-ended questions...) [Provide a copy]
- When assignment will be administered:
- Weighting of assignment to total course points

Reading and other instructional materials to be provided: Describe and provide a copy

Describe how students will learn the material/prepare for the assessment

To be completed by AOL Committee:
Instructions to instructors
- How to administer
- How to assess:
  - Option #1 Instructor assesses
  - Option #2 Student work is gathered and assessed by non-Instructors

Sherry wi make some changes to form + bring it back to US Committee